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Abstract 
Let 2 - { .... - 1, 0, 1 . . . .  }, 3, ~,, n e 2 a doubly infinite sequence of i.i.d, random variables 
in a separable Banach space B, and a,, n e E, a doubly infinite sequence of real numbers with 
0 ¢ ~,~ela,  I < ec. Set X, = ~i~2ai~i+n, n ~> 1. In this article, we prove that 
(X~ + X 2 + ... + X,) /n,  n t> 1 satisfies the upper bound of the large deviation principle if and 
only if kexpqK(~) < oc, for some compact subset K of B, where qK(') is the Minkowski 
functional of the set K. Interestingly enough, however, the lower bound holds without any 
conditions at all! We will also present an asymptotic property of the corresponding rate 
function. 
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1. Introduction 
Let ~, ~,, n E E be a doubly infinite sequence of independent identically distr ibuted 
(i.i.d.) random variables in a separable Banach space ~ with norm I!" iI and a,, n e Z, 
a doubly infinite sequence of real numbers satisfying 
~[a , ]< oc and ~a, - - - l .  
hey nee 
The', moving average process X, ,  n ~> 1, is defined by 
x. = y a~i+.. 
lEE 
In order to ensure the convergence of the series defining X,,, we assume that 
[] i5 II < ~.  If X, 's  are finite sums, there is no need to assume that ~-1! ~ 1! < ,;,v. 
Let 
S ,= ~Xi ,  n=l ,  2 . . . .  , 
i=l  
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and 
I¢(x) = sup { f (x ) -  logEexpf(~)}, xeB,  (1.1) 
fEAo 
where Ao = { fe  IB*; Eexpf(~) < ~ } and B* is the dual space of lB. 
This article is concerned about the validity of the large deviation principle (LDP) 
for the sequence S,/n, n ~> 1, with respect o the function I¢(-). Under Condition (1.3), 
stated below, I~ (') is a rate function, i.e., I~ (.) is nonnegative, lower semicontinuous, and 
has compact level sets. For the definition of LDP, see Varadhan (1984, p. 3), Dembo 
and Zeitouni (1993), or Deuschel and Stroock (1989). 
There are three critical assumptions involved when one wishes to establish LDP for 
sequences of partial sums of sequences of random variables. Let us review these 
assumptions and their implications. 
Eexp(tl l~ll)< ~ fo ra l l t>0.  (1.2) 
Eexp(q~(~)) < ~ for some compact subset K of B, where qK(') is the 
Minkowski functional of the set K, i.e., qK(x) = inf{2 > 0; xe2K},  xe  B. (1.3) 
If there is no 2 > 0 such that xe2K,  we let qK(x) = ~.  Note that we can take K, 
equivalently, to be compact, convex and balanced. Henceforth, we assume that the set 
K in Condition (1.3) is compact, convex and balanced. 
Eexp(tN~ll)< ~ for some t > 0. (1.4) 
It is true that (1.2) ~ (1.3) ~ (1.4). de Acosta (1985a) gave an example satisfying (1.3) 
but not (1.2). If 9 = ~, (1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent. 
Singh (1981, Theorem 1) established LDP for S,/n, n ~> 1, with respect o the rate 
function I~(-), when g = ~ under the condition (1.2). Hwang and Sheu (1986), using 
a result of Bolthausen (1984), established LDP for S,/n, n ~> 1, with respect to the rate 
function I~(.) for the general Banach space B under the condition (1.2) but their 
weights ai's are operators Ti's on ~. Theorem 2.1 of Burton and Dehling (1990) can be 
seen as a corollary of Theorem 1 of Singh (1981) or a corollary of Theorem of Hwang 
and Sheu (1986). Lemma 2.1 of Burton and Dehling (1990) about a certain property of 
the sequence a,, n e ~, is very interesting and has been used profitably in establishing 
moderate deviation results for the sequence S,/n, n/> 1, by Jiang et al. (1992). 
The case of partial summands arising out of i.i.d, random variables needs special 
mention. This case arises if 
[ {; 003 
al = for i ¢ " 
In this case, Donsker and Varadhan (1976) have shown that the LDP holds for S,/n, 
n/> 1, with respect to the rate function I¢(.) if Condition (l.3) holds. One can show that 
the condition (1.3) is also necessary ifS,/n, n ~> 1, satisfies the LDP with respect to any 
rate function which is nonnegative, lower semicontinuous and with compact level sets. 
In this article, we look at the general moving average process X,, n/> 1. Condition 
(1.3) plays a critical role. We show that the lower bound holds always for S,/n, n >~ 1, 
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with respect o the function I~(-) without any conditions. (The function I~(.) need not 
be a rate function. It could simply be 0 - ~ valued.) We also show that the upper 
bound holds for S./n, n/> 1, with respect o a specially constructed rate function if and 
only if(1.3) holds. In a way, we extend Donsker and Varadhan's (1976) result from the 
i.i.d, case to moving averages. The method of Donsker and Varadhan (1976) for the 
i.i.d, case does not seem to be amenable to derive the desired results for the moving 
average case. For the moving average case, we make use of some of the results of de 
Acosta (1985, 1988, 1994) to establish the results of the paper. As corollaries of the 
results presented here, we deduce Theorem 1 of Singh (1981) and Theorem of Hwang 
and Sheu (1986). 
2. Main results and their proofs 
i+n  Let us introduce some more notation. Set N = {1, 2 . . . .  }, and a.,~ = 2j=~+ ~ aj for 
neN and ieZ .  Let 
A = {.f~ [B*; there exists NE ~d such that sup.~> N,i~zEexp(a,, i f (~)) < w: } 
and 
J~(x )=sup{f (x ) - logEexpf (~)} ,  xeB.  
f E ,4 
Let P (S./n e.) denote the probability measure on the Borel a-field of B induced by the 
random variable S,/n. Theorem 1, stated below, is one of the main results of the paper. 
Theorem 1. (i) Lower bound. The following inequality 
lim inf (1 /n) logP(S . /neG)  >>, - I¢(G) 
holds for all open sets G ~ IB, where throughout the paper, I~(G) stands for infx~ l~(x). 
(ii) Upper bound. (a) Assume that (1.3) holds. Then the function J~(.) has compact 
level sets, i.e., {xeI3; J~(x) <~ t} is compact in B for every real t >~ O. This means that 
J~ (') is a rate function. 
(b) Assume that (1.3) holds. Then the inequality 
lim sup (l/n) log P (S,/n E F) <~ -- J~ (F) 
hohts for all closed sets F m •, where J~(F) has the usual connotation. 
(c) Suppose that the inequality 
lira sup (1 /n ) logP(S , /neF)  <<, - J (F )  
r l~  ~c 
hohts for all closed subsets F c B for some rate.function J('). Then (1.3) prevails. 
Remark 1. Let { Ti; i c 7/} be a doubly infinite sequence of bounded linear operators 
on IB satisfying ~i~z H Tin < oo. Set T = Y~i~z Ti. In (i) and (ii) (a), (b) of Theorem 1, it" 
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{a/; ieT/} is replaced by {Ti; ieT/}, I~(x) and J~(x) are replaced by 
I(x) = sup {f(x)  - log E exp (/(T~))} 
fEB* 
and 
J (x) = sup { f (x )  - log IE exp (f(T~))},  
f~A 
respectively, then using the same reasoning as presented in the proof  of Theorem 1, the 
conclusion of Theorem 1 can be seen to hold in the more general setting of operators 
as outlined above. This observation results in an extension of Theorem of Hwang and 
Sheu (1986). 
Remark 2. In Theorem l(i), the function I~(.) could be trivial, i.e., I¢ = 0 (which is 
clearly not a rate function), or Ie is 0 - ~ valued. However, if (1.3) holds, It(. ) is 
indeed a rate function since Je(.) is a rate function. 
Before proving Theorem 1, we would like to present some corollaries of Theorem 1. 
If a~ >/0 for all i e 77, one can identify that 
A = { feB* ;  Eexp(f (~))  < ~} 
and J¢(x) = l¢(x) = supiEu. {f(x)  - log E exp(f(~))}, xe  ~. 
Corollary 1. Let ai >~ O for  every i e 77, then all the conclusions of  Theorem 1 hold with 
1¢(.) = J~(.). 
Corol lary 1 can also be obtained directly using the subadditivity method. See 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Section 6.1) and Deuschel and Stroock (1989, Section 3.1). 
In the next corollary we consider finite moving averages, i.e., 
S.  = ao~.  + a l~n+l  -+- "'" -I- amen+m, nE7/, for some meN.  Clearly, we identify 
A = { feB* ;  [exp(2 f (~) )  < ~ for all 2eC},  
where 
C= {ao, ao + al . . . . .  ao + ... + am}U{a, ,am + a,,_l  . . . . .  a,, + ... +al} .  
Corollary 2. In the case of  the finite moving averages, the conclusions of  Theorem 1 hold 
with A as described above. 
In Corol lary 2, the rate function J¢(-) involved in the upper bound is generally 
different from the function le(.). A nice example is one in which one can take ~ to have 
a standard exponential distribution, a0 = 3, al = - 2, and all other ai's equal to zero. 
In this case, the rate function J¢(.) works out to be 
~ -x /2+log3/2 ,  if x~<0, 
J~(x) = ~x -- 1 -- logx, if x > O. 
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On the other hand, 
OC, if x ~< 0, 
I t (x )= 1 -1ogx ,  if x>0.  
In the framework of Corol lary 2, if Ee 'll¢l~ < so for all t, then it is elementary to 
show that the LDP holds with I~(.) = J~(.) and the proof  is similar to the i.i.d, case. 
Alternatively, write for n > m, 
S n = ~.  Xi  = N m Jr Bn, m q- Cn, rn , 
i - I  
where 
A,, = ao~.l + (ao + a l )~2 Jr- - ' .  q- (ao + al + -.. + am l)~m, 
Bn,  m =-~r ,+ l -1 - -~rn+2 q - . . . - / - in  ' 
and 
Cn.,n = (a l  + a2  + ' "  + am)~.,+ 1 + (a2  d- a 3 + - . .  q- am)~n+2 -1- "'" if- a,,~,~ m. 
In the presence of the strong condition that ~ exp t II ~ H < oo for all t, both the tails Am 
and C,,m can be ignored in view of the so called comparison principle. See Baxter and 
Jain (1988). 
It will be fruitful to obtain the full LDP,  i.e., the same rate function being 
operational in both the upper and lower bounds, in the framework of Corol lary 2. 
Corollary 3. / f  [t- exp(t II (H) < ~ for  all t > O, then the conclusion of  Theorem 1 holds 
with J¢(') = I~('). 
Looking at Corol lary 3, we see that Theorem 1 above extends Theorem 1 of Singh 
(1981). 
In the next result, we present a certain asymptotic property of the rate function I~ (-). 
Theorem 2. Suppose (1.3) holds. Then we have that 
lim inf I~(x)/llxll -- 2, 
I: x I ~ z 
where 2 = sup{t; Eexp(tll ~. H) < oc }. Particularly, / f~exp(t l l  CII) < so .tot all t > O. 
then 2 = + oc, and hence liml~xll ~ ~: Ie(x)/ l lx II = + oc. 
Remark 3. One of the implications of Theorem 2 is that the function I¢(.), under (1.3), 
is a nontrivial rate function. 
We now set out to prove the main results of this paper. To prove Theorem l, we 
need the following lemma that can be regarded as a generalization of Lemma 2.1 of 
Burton and Dehling (1990). The proof  of Part (1) in this lemma is similar to that in 
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Lemma 2.1 of Burton and Dehling (1990) and the proof of Part (2) involves a simple 
computation. We just state the result omitting the proof. 
For the following lemma, set a = X~za; (In Theorem 1, a = 1). Let q~(-) be a func- 
tion from the set A = {a..~; ne~,  i~Z}w{a} to the set ~w{ +~ }. 
Lemma 1. (1) Assume that 
(i) q)(.) is a bounded function on A, 
(ii) q~(.) is continuous at a, and 
(iii) there exist 6 > O, c > 0 such that Iq'(x)l ~< clxlfor all Ixl < 6, xEa .  
Then 
lim (l/n) ~ q~(a..,) = q~(a). (2.1) 
n ~ ~ iEZ  
(2) I f  @(a) = + ~,  l im . . . .  x~ a q~(x) = + ~ and q~(x) >>, Of or all x ~ A, then (2.1) is 
also valid. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. First, we prove (ii) (a). Assume that (1.3) holds. For every l >/0, 
we now prove that {Je(x) ~< l} is a compact set. Let 
fl = log IFexp(qx(~)), 
20= sup la.,il, 
n~ M, i~Z 
and 
K ° = { feB* ;  supf (x )  ~< 1}, 
x~K 
the polar set of K. If f6  2o lK  o, then 2of(x)  ~< qK(x) for all x ~ B and hence for every 
n61~ and i~7/, 
IEexp(a..if(~)) ~< ~-exp[(a.,i/2o)qK(~)] <~ft. 
It follows that 2o lK  ° c A. If x6  {de(x) ~< 1}, then for all f~A,  
f (x)  <~ loglEexp(f(~)) + I. 
Since 2o lK  o c A, then for every f6  2o1K o, f (x)  <~ 1 + log fl = c, say. 
Therefore, {J¢(x) ~< l} c (C2o)- 1KOO. Since K °° = K, by the bipolar theorem (see e.g. 
Schafer, 1966, p. 126), if follows that {J¢(x) ~< l} is compact. It is clear that J¢(.) is lower 
semicontinuous and nonnegative. Thus J~(-) is a rate function. 
We now come to the proof of (ii) (b). Assume that (1.3) holds. For anyfE  B*, we 
define ~os(0 ) = log~exp(0f(¢)).  Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
E ~ = 0, and hence it is easy to show that q~I (0) is nonnegative by Jensen's inequality 
and convex by Holder's inequality. From the definition of A, we know that 
~os(1 ) < ~ for a l l f6A .  It can also be checked that ~0i(0 ) continuous at 1. Thus for 
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every f~ A, by Lemma 1, we have that 
Let 
lim (l/n)log E exp ( f (S,))  
= lim (1/n)log 1~ ~exp(a. , i f (~))  
n .~ ~c i~Z 
= lim (l/n) ~ q~i(a,,i) 
= ~o~(1) .  
[q0I (1) i f feA ,  
c ( f )=(+ oo iffCA. 
315 
Then for every f~ ~*, 
lim sup (1/n)log ~exp(f(S,)) ~< c(f ) .  
We now prove that {P(S,~.); n/> 1} is exponentially tight (for the definition of 
exponential tightness or large deviation tightness, see, for example, Lynch and 
Sethuraman (1987, Definition 2.4) or Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, p. 8). Recalling 
Condition (1.3), for every s > 0, we have 
P(S,C:sK) = P(qK(S,) > ns) 
<~ P(i~za.,iqK(~i)>~ ns) 
-%< exp( - ns2o 1) 1-I Eexp [2o la,,iqK(~)]. 
i~]v  
By Lemma 1, we have 
lim sup (1/n)log P(S,/n(isK) <~ - s + log ~exp(qK(~)), 
and this implies that {P(S./ne.);  n >~ 1} is exponentially tight. By Theorem 2.1 of de 
Acosta (1985a), (ii) (b) follows. 
We now prove (ii) (c). If P(S./n ~ .) satisfies the upper LDP, by Lemma 2.6 of Lynch 
and Sethuraman (1987), {P (S,/n ~ .)} is exponentially tight, i.e., there exists a compact, 
convex and balanced set K'  c B such that 
P(S,/n4iK') <~ e-" 
for all n ~> 1. We rewrite this as 
P(qK,(S.) > n) <<, e ". 
Let S; = ~i~z a,,i~i, where {~', ~;, i e 2 } is an independent copy of { ~, gi, i~ 2]. Then 
P(qK,(S, - S~) > 2n) ~< 2e ". 
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For every n, take i such that a.,i > 1/2. Then by Levy's inequality, we have that 
P(qr,(~ - 4') > 4n) ~< P(qr,(a.,i(~ - 4')) ~> 2n) 
~< 2P (qK, (S, - S~) >/2n) 
~< 4e-",  
for all n >~ 1. Let K"  = 5K'. Then by an elementary calculation, we have that 
IZexp(qr,,(~ - ~')) < oo. 
By Fubini's theorem, there exists Xo • B such that ~ exp(qK,,(~ - Xo)) < oo. Take K to 
be the balanced and convex hull of {Xo}WK". Thus (1.3) follows. 
We now turn to the proof of(i). Let G be an open subset of 13. For every x • G, there 
exists e > 0 such that B(x, 2e), the open ball with center at x and radius 2e, ~ G. It is 
enough to prove that for every x • G 
lim inf (1/n)log P((1/n) ~ a,,i~ieB(x, 2e))/> - I¢(x). 
n~ or) i~Z 
Let A(n) = {k•2~; [k[ ~< 2n}. Then we have the following inequalities: 
maxla.,i[ ~< ~ [aj[ and ~, [a.,i[ <~ n Z [a~[, 
i¢-A(n) l J [  >~ n iCA(n) [ j [  /> n 
and hence ~iCa(n) an, i ~i /n ~ 0 in probability. Therefore, for n sufficiently large, we have 
that 
P (  ~¢A~ a,,i~,) <ne)>l/2. 
By independence, for every k•  N satisfying P(II ~ II <~ k) > 0, we have 
>~ (1/2) P(,,i~AI,, ~ a,,i~i•B(x,e), i~A~.,max II ¢ill ~<k). (2.2) 
Set 
v.k,,-F°(, max 
where Pk = P(]I ~ IJ ~< k). We may assume that Pk > 0 for all k ~> 1 since we will take 
limit as k ~ oo eventually. Thus V,,k(') is a probabil ity measure for every n and k. 
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Now we prove that for each fixed k/> 1, {v,,k, n/> 1} satisfies the LDP. Following 
Theorem 2.2 of de Acosta (1994), we first evaluate the following function. 
~Pk (f)  := ,~lim (1/n) log fexp (nf(x)) v,, k (dx). 
Note that 
(1/n) log fexp (nf(x)) V,,k(dX) 
{ J' \,~A(,) " , Z a,.i.f(~,) ] 
= (1/n) iEA(,) ~ log[  pkl ,iI(ll~ll<~k)exp(a"if(~))dP] 
= tl/n) ~ l°g[Pkl fl (l[ ~ [l <~ k)exp(a"'if(¢))dP 
-(1,/n) ~.)l°g[P~l ;l(ll#ll 
= I,.k -- II,.k, say. 
Obviously, by Lemma 1, 
lim I,,k= loglp~lfI(ll~ll<~ k)exp(f(~))dP l ,
n~ f 
Since maxi~l(,)la,./I ~ 0 as n - ,oo ,  we have that 
log[N~fl(lt~ll ~k)exp(a.,ij'(~))dPl~Ckla.,il 
~< k) exp (a,. if(~)) dP 1 
for n sufficiently large and i¢A(n), where Ck is a constant depending only on k and ¢. 
and hence 
IlI,,.kL <~(Ck/n) ~ la.,il~0 
lea (n) 
It follows that 
~Ok(.f) : loglpklfI(ll ~ II 
asH- - - *  0(3. 
~< k) exp (f(¢)) dP] .  
Using similar argument as above, we can prove that { V,,k, n /> 1 } is exponentially tight 
for every k >~ 1. Moreover, from the observation of de Acosta (1985b, p. 7) the function 
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q~k(f) is Gateaux differentiable for everyfe  ~*. By Theorem 2.2 of de Acosta (1994), 
we have that {V.,k, n >>, 1} satisfies the LDP with the rate function 
Ik(x) = sup (f(x)-log fI(l,~,l <. k)exp( f (~))dP} + logpk 
feB*  k 
= Jk(X) + IOgpk, say, xeB.  (2.3) 
Therefore, 
lira inf (1/n) log v,,k(B(x, e)) >>- -- Ik(B(x, e)). (2.4) 
n~3 
Combining (2.2)-(2.4), we have, 
lim ,~o~inf (1/n)logP ( ~ a,,i~i/ne B(x, 
>~ - Jk(B(x, e)) + 3 1ogpk. (2.5) 
Note that for everyfe D3*, the function log S I( II ~ II ~< k) exp (f(¢)) dP is increasing with 
respect to k. Then by Theorem B.3 of de Acosta (1988), there exists a sequence 
{x.} c B such that x, --* x and 
lira sup Jk(Xk) <~ I¢(X). (2.6) 
Since x, ~ x, then x, e B(x, e) for n sufficiently large and hence by (2.5) and (2.6), 
lim .~inf (1/n) logP(~za,. i~i/neB(x,e)) i  
>~ - I¢ (x ) .  
We obtain (2.2). The proof is complete. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first show that 
lim inf I¢(x)/tlxll ~> 2. (2.7) 
lix II ~ oc 
For any t > 0 such that Eexp(t [I ~ It) < ~,  by the definition of I~(.), 
I~ (x) >~ f(x)  - log E exp (/(~)) 
>~f(x) - log E exp(t IJ ~ IJ) 
for everyfe  13" with IIf [I ~< t, and this implies that 
I¢(x)/> t ll x II - log E exp (t II ~ II) 
for any fixed x e B. Thus (2.7) follows. 
If 2 = + ~,  the reverse inequality in (2.7) holds trivially. Hence the statement of 
Theorem 2 is valid. If 2 < oo, we will use Theorem 1 to complete the proof. 
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In Theorem 1, we take ao = 1 and a, = 0 for every n # 0, n ~ 2. Thus we have 
lim (1/n)logP(l[S.H >t nt) <~- inf I¢(x) (2.81 
for any t > 0. 
By Ottaviani 's inequality, for every e > 0 and t > 0, 
IPf]l~/I >t (1 + e)nt) <~ P( max IhSil[ >/(1 + e)nt) 
l <~ i <~ n 
~< P([IS, Iq >/nt)(1 - max ~([ISill t> tnt)) 1. 
l <~ i <~ n 
For fixed t > O, e > O, the weak law of large numbers implies that 
max P(ilSil] >~ent)~O asn-*  ~.  
l<~i~n 
Thus for n sufficiently large, 
P(q[~ I[ >~ (1 + t)nt) <~ 2P(IkS,[I >/nt). 
Assume 
lim inf l~(x) / l l xH)21)2  
I x l~  ,~ 
for some constant 2~. Then (2.8) implies 
IPfll ~ II ~> (1 ÷ e)nt) ~ exp( -- nto22) 
for some to > 0, n sufficiently large and some ,:.2 E(2, 21). It follows that 
~:exp(022(1 + t) -1 [l~.][) < oo 
for any 0 < 1, e > 0. Take 0o < 1, to > 0 such that 23:= 220o/(1 + to) > 2. Then 
Eexp()ta II ~ [l) < oc. But this contradicts the definition of )L. It follows that 
lira inf I¢(x)/]lxll ~< 2. 
I x l~  
Combining this assertion with (2.7), we see that the proof is complete. [] 
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